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Unstructured sparse neural networks are an important class of machine learning (ML) models, as they compact
model size and reduce floating point operations. The execution time of these models is frequently dominated
by the sparse matrix multiplication (SpMM) kernel, � = � × �, where � is a sparse matrix, and � and �
are dense matrices. The unstructured sparsity pattern of matrices in pruned machine learning models along
with their sparsity ratio has rendered useless the large class of libraries and systems that optimize sparse
matrix multiplications. Reusing registers is particularly difficult because accesses to memory locations should
be known statically. This paper proposes Sparse Register Tiling, a new technique composed of an unroll-
and-sparse-jam transformation followed by data compression that is specifically tailored to sparsity patterns
in ML matrices. Unroll-and-sparse-jam uses sparsity information to jam the code while improving register
reuse. Sparse register tiling is evaluated across 2396 weight matrices from transformer and convolutional
models with a sparsity range of 60-95% and provides an average speedup of 1.72× and 2.65× over MKL SpMM
and dense matrix multiplication, respectively, on a multicore CPU processor. It also provides an end-to-end
speedup of 2.12× for MobileNetV1 with 70% sparsity on an ARM processor commonly used in edge devices.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Unstructured sparse matrices are an important class of matrices in deep neural networks. They
primarily arise from element-wise pruning (or fine-grained pruning) of weight matrices, a technique
that reduces both the size and computation cost of neural networks with minimal accuracy loss
[Hoefler et al. 2021]. Pruning is especially useful for resource-constrained edge devices. However,
element-wise pruning focuses exclusively on the impact of individual weights on the accuracy of
the network [Ding et al. 2019; Han et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2021; Miao et al. 2022; Sanh et al. 2020; Yu
et al. 2022] with little regard to performance and struggles to provide meaningful speedup over their
dense counterparts. For neural networks, pruning sparsity values in the range of 60% – 95% are of
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Fig. 1. Simplified Common CPU Microarchitecture

with 2 load units and 2 vector floating point units

(V-FPUs), capable of performing 2 vector-loads-per-

cycle and 2 vector-FMAs-per-cycle, respectively.
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mega floating point operations (MFLOPs).

particular interest due to a concept known as Occam’s Hill [Rasmussen and Ghahramani 2000].
This refers to the empirically-observed [Hoefler et al. 2021] fact that some pruning can improve
accuracy (through improved generality) but too much can lead to steep losses in accuracy.

The computationally intensive layers in deep neural networks are frequently lowered to matrix
multiplications, � = � × �, hence accelerating this kernel is essential to performance. As a result
of pruning, the weight matrix (�) becomes sparse and the sparse weight matrix (�) needs to get
multiplied with a dense activation matrix (�), also known as sparse matrix multiplication (SpMM).
The unstructured nature of element-wise pruning leads to matrices with nearly random sparsity
patterns. As a result, developing an efficient implementation of SpMM that outperforms dense
matrix multiplication becomes extremely challenging. Consequently, most ML frameworks will use
implementations that operate on dense matrix routines instead and forgo the potential benefits
that pruning delivers.

Data movement is the major challenge in implementing an efficient SpMM because it is memory
bound, i.e., its execution time is dominated by loading and storing data. Individual values from
matrices �, �, and � should be first loaded into the first level cache, i.e. L1, from RAM through
a cache hierarchy, e.g. L2 and L3. Once a partition of each of the three matrices is in L1, they
are loaded to registers, where a fused-multiply-add (FMA) operation is applied. Considering the
irregular random memory accesses in SpMM, prior work such as [Hong et al. 2019; Kurt et al. 2020]
have investigated techniques to reuse data in cache levels and reduce the accesses to DRAM. These
methods are known as cache tiling techniques as they tile loops to reuse data already in the cache.
Cache tiling methods run operations with common accesses (i.e. temporal locality) in the vicinity of
each other (i.e. spatial locality) by restoring matrix� or reordering FMA operations. These methods
aim to effectively reuse the data in the cache. However, the efficient use of registers, which can
potentially lead to noticeable reductions in execution time, is not well explored.

When data movement in SpMM is optimized for the cache hierarchy, the bandwidth between
L1 and the registers becomes the new bottleneck. Loading data from the L1 cache into registers is
limited by the number of load units, which is often less than or equal to the number of floating point
units (FPUs) capable of performing FMAs, i.e., an element of � times an element of � accumulated
into an element of � . For example, Figure 1 shows a simplified microarchitecture similar to what
exists in most modern CPUs. In this example, the execution engine (backend) supports a throughput
of up to two FMA `ops per cycle and two loads `ops per cycle. To fully saturate the floating point
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units, the code should execute at most one load-per-FMA, above this threshold loads become the
bottleneck. An FMA operation requires more than one operand to be loaded. Therefore, to get an
average of at most one load-per-FMA, each loaded operand must be used by at least one other
operation (FMA). For SpMM, this means that each element of �, � and � loaded into registers
must be reused; failure to reuse a loaded element for any of the matrices results in an average
loads-per-FMA greater than one. The reciprocal of load-per-FMA is similar to arithmetic intensity,
however, we do not use this term to prevent confusion with the roofline model [Williams et al.
2009] that looks at DRAM-to-cache bandwidth and not L1-to-register bandwidth.

Register tiling increases register reuse and as a result, decreases the number of loads-per-FMA.
This is typically done using a combination of loop tiling and unroll-and-jam [Carr and Kennedy
1994], which creates an unrolled sequence of FMA operations with common data accesses. Since the
operations are unrolled, the common access pattern is statically known. A statically known access
pattern is required because registers are only addressable using absolute addresses at compile-time;
the compiler is responsible for both the allocation and addressing of registers. Unlike cache tiling
where the hardware detects common accesses (i.e. cache hits), for register reuse to occur, the
compiler should have acknowledge of common accesses to allocate and address registers efficiently.
The irregular memory accesses in SpMM make statically resolving the access pattern of a sequence
of operations with sufficient common accesses difficult. Thus register tiling techniques used in
SpMM are frequently limited in applicability or the amount of reuse they expose.

A common register tiling strategy for SpMM is to unroll multiple operations associated with
a single nonzero of � [Elsen et al. 2020; Gale et al. 2020; Hong et al. 2019; Yang et al. 2018]; as a
result, elements of � can be loaded into a register and reused multiple times. Then by traversing
the nonzeros row-by-row, elements of � are loaded into registers and also reused during the
computation of an entire row (or an entire column in column-by-column order, and by reusing
� instead). Since this strategy involves traversing a single row (or column) at a time, the reused
elements of � (or �) form a vector, and for this reason, it is sometimes referred to as 1D register
tiling. This strategy has benefits because only operations associated with a nonzero (required
operations) are performed, reducing the number of floating point operations (FLOPs) compared to
dense matrix multiplication. Also, since unrolled operations are oblivious to the nonzero pattern of
�, the unrolled code can be jammed. However, with 1D register tiling, one operand still needs to
be loaded per FMA, failing to find register reuse on all three matrices, and as a result, the average
loads-per-FMA will be greater than one. For a row-by-row traversal, the elements of � and � can
be loaded once and reused but this fails to reuse the loaded element of �.

To enable reuse in all three matrices, register blocking [Vuduc et al. 2005, 2002] unrolls operations
associated with a dense 2D block of nonzeros in �. The block shape is predetermined and thus all
of the nonzero locations inside the block are known statically along with their associated accesses
to � and � . Matrix multiplication is then computed block by block. Because a 2D tile of one of the
matrices can be loaded into registers and operated on, reuse is enabled on all three matrices, i.e.,
2D register tiling. However, the nonzero locations in unstructured sparse matrices often do not
form blocks. Thus, the register blocking technique fills in part of the blocks with explicit zeros,
these zeros are operated on as if they are nonzeros. The explicit zeros increase the number of
FLOPs required to compute the SpMM. The extra FLOPs are referred to as redundant FLOPs. The
register blocking technique will then select blocks that minimize redundant FLOPs while covering
all nonzeros in �. The fill ratio [Vuduc and Moon 2005] measures the efficiency of blocking and is
the sum of explicit zeros and nonzeros divided by the number of nonzeros. Register blocking is
profitable for matrices with a low fill ratio; conceptually the fill ratio can be seen as the number of
additional FLOPs the register blocking approach will compute compared to a 1D tiling approach.
The unstructured sparse matrices found in machine learning typically have a very high fill ratio.
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We tested the common block shapes 2×2, 4×4 and 8×8 on 2396 unstructured ML matrices in the
sparsity range of 60% - 95%, and found an average fill ratio of 2.91, 6.59 and 11.75, respectively. This
is because these matrices typically have a highly uniform random distribution of nonzeros.

We propose sparse register tiling which achieves state-of-the-art performance on unstructured
sparsematrices by enabling register reuse for all threematrices (�,�, and�) while avoiding excessive
redundant FLOPs. Sparse register tiling has a compile-time unroll-and-sparse-jam transformation
and a runtime scheduler/compressor. The unroll-and-sparse-jam transformation enables register
reuse in all three matrices by unrolling operations associated with nonzeros of�. It does not require
that the nonzeros of � conform to a block structure and thus reduces the fill ratio (i.e. reduces
redundant FLOPs). To efficiently jam the unrolled code, unroll-and-sparse-jam enumerates possible
execution patterns and generates specialized code for each. This can lead to excessive code bloat
negatively impacting performance and is resolved using a mathematical program that trades off
code size with redundant FLOPs. The runtime scheduler/compressor schedules operations ahead
of time to further reduce the overhead from conditionals in the code and compresses matrix �
to reduce memory usage. For ML inference, the scheduler/compressor needs to run once during
model deployment, and the executor code is used for every inference run. On a 20-core Intel
processor, sparse register tiling provides an average speedup of 2.65× and 1.72× over MKL’s matrix
multiplication (SGEMM) and MKL SpMM using a CSR storage format, respectively for 2396 matrices
in the deep learning matrix collection (DLMC) [Gale et al. 2020], using 32-bit floating point math.
Sparse register tiling also shows 2.12× speedup for the MobileNetV1 [Howard et al. 2017] model
over XNNPACK SpMM on an ARM processor used in edge devices.

2 RUNNING EXAMPLE

This section provides an example of performing 1D register tiling for SpMM (operating on a
Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) storage format) to illustrate common challenges and limitations. It
is then followed by a discussion of the approach used in sparse register tiling.

Figure 3a shows an example code for a naive SpMM implementation using CSR. We assume a tile
of � remains in registers for the full execution of the innermost loop. This is a common strategy as,
unlike elements of� and �, elements of� are accessed twice for each FMA (one load and one store).
Figures 3a–c show the steps for performing 1D register tiling. By unrolling the tiled 9 loop, multiple
operations (FMAs) associated with the same nonzero are unrolled Av[p] (p is constant when only
updating 9 ). As mentioned earlier, 1D register tiling struggles because at least one operand gets
loaded from the L1 cache to a register per FMA. In Figure 3c, an element of � is loaded per FMA.
So while this code enables register reuse for both � and � , failure to reuse the loaded element of �
leads to this code averaging more than one load-per-FMA.

To enable reuse in �, multiple operations should be unroll-and-jammed while keeping the loop
iterators: and 9 constant.This is because accesses to � are determined by: and 9 .Thus in SpMM, the
8 loop is the only candidate for unroll-and-jam. If successful, reuse is enabled for all three matrices.
The result is a 2D register tile of� since its accesses are determined by unrolled loop iterators 8 and
9 . However, attempting this for the SpMM CSR code in Figure 3d results in unjammable loops after
unrolling. From Figure 3 (d), the 8 loop is unrolled but has inner loops (lines 3, 7, 11) that cannot be
jammed because their loop bounds are not known at compile-time. Here common accesses to �,
which occur when Ai[p0] == Ai[p1] or Ai[p1] == Ai[p2], are in separate loops and hidden from the
compiler preventing reuse. Thus without knowledge of the location (or relative location) of other
nonzeros, the best that can be achieved is 1D register tiling (i.e. reuse for only two of the matrices).
The register blocking approach works around this by grouping nonzeros into dense blocks and
adding explicit zeros; within a dense block, all of the relative nonzero (including explicit zeros)
locations are known enabling the reuse of � at the cost of redundant FLOPs.
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1 for (i = 0; i < M; i++) {

2 for (j = 0; j < N; j++) {

3 for (p = Ap[i]; p < Ap[i+1]; p++)

4 C[i, j] += Av[p] * B[Ai[p], j];

5 }}

a) Naive SpMM CSR
1 for (i = 0; i < M; i++) {

2 for (jj = 0; jj < N; jj += 2) {

3 for (p = Ap[i]; p < Ap[i+1]; p++)

4 C[i, jj+0] += Av[p] * B[Ai[p], jj+0];

5 for (p = Ap[i]; p < Ap[i+1]; p++)

6 C[i, jj+1] += Av[p] * B[Ai[p], jj+1];

7 }}

b) Unrolled 9

1 for (i = 0; i < M; i++) {

2 for (jj = 0; jj < N; jj += 2) {

3 c0, c1 = C[i, jj:jj+2];

4 for (p=Ap[i]; p<Ap[i+1]; p++) {

5 k = Ai[p]; Avp = Av[p];

6 c0 += Avp * B[k, jj+0];

7 c1 += Avp * B[k, jj+1]; }

8 C[i, jj:jj+2] = {c0, c1};

9 }}

c) 1D Register Tiled

1 for (ii = 0; ii < M; ii += 3) {

2 for (jj = 0; jj < N; jj += 2) {

3 for (p0 = Ap[ii+0]; p0 < Ap[ii+1]; p0++) {

4 k = Ai[p0]; Avp0 = Av[p0];

5 C[ii+0, jj+0] += Avp0 * B[k, jj+0];

6 C[ii+0, jj+1] += Avp0 * B[k, jj+1];

7 for (p1 = Ap[ii+1]; p1 < Ap[ii+2]; p1++) {

8 k = Ai[p1]; Avp1 = Av[p1];

9 C[ii+1, jj+0] += Avp1 * B[k, jj+0];

10 C[ii+1, jj+1] += Avp1 * B[k, jj+1]; }

11 for (p2 = Ap[ii+2]; p2 < Ap[ii+3]; p2++) {

12 k = Ai[p2]; Avp2 = Av[p2];

13 C[ii+2, jj+0] += Avp2 * B[k, jj+0];

14 C[ii+2, jj+1] += Avp2 * B[k, jj+1]; }

15 }}

d) Failed 2D Register Tiling (Unjammable)

Tile and
Unroll 9
()9 = 2)

Jam Inner
Loop

Tile and
Unroll 8
()8 = 3)

Fig. 3. Register Tiling for SpMM Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) with register tile )8 ×)9 = 3 × 2

Figure 2 shows the impact of both the limited reuse in 1D register tiling and redundant FLOPs in
register blocking empirically using state-of-the-art SpMM implementations. Adaptive sparse tiling
(ASpT) [Hong et al. 2019] is a state-of-the-art CSR-based implementation that focuses on adaptive
cache tiling and uses 1D register tiling. In comparison, we show an implementation of register
blocking from Intel’s highly optimized math kernel library (MKL) [Intel 2022]. For reference, we
also included a CSR-based implementation from MKL, labeled MKL SpMM CSR, as well as a dense
implementation also from MKL, labeled MKL SGEMM. As shown both CSR-based implementations
average more than one load-per-FMA as a result of only operating on one nonzero at a time;
placing them in the load-bound region (load-per-FMA > 1). The register blocking implementation,
which is the MKL block compressed sparse row (BSR), does on average fewer loads-per-FMA
compared to the CSR-based implementations due to its use of 2D blocks, however, the excessive
amount of redundant FLOPs makes it a poor performer overall. The dense implementation (MKL
SGEMM) is an extreme version of register blocking where the entire matrix forms a single block
and performs better as a result of the computation pattern being known with no storage format
overhead, however, its performance is also hindered by excessive redundant FLOPs.

In our method, sparse register tiling, instead of viewing SpMM as looping over nonzeros (1D
register tiling) or blocks of nonzeros (register blocking) we treat SpMM as a dense matrix multi-
plication with guards to skip redundant iterations (Listing 1). This approach reflects the weight
pruning process in machine learning, weight matrices are most commonly trained dense and then
pruned for inference. As a result, in sparse register tiling, loop transformations are performed in
the same was as dense code; all the loop bounds and accesses are statically known. Thus the code
is successfully unrolled and jammed for the 8 and 9 loops as shown in Listing 2. However, this
approach introduces new conditionals in the loop body. While all accesses are statically known,
potential common accesses to �, e.g. lines 7, 10, and 13, are wrapped with different conditionals
preventing register reuse and limiting instruction-level parallelism inside the loop body.
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1 for (i = 0; i < M; i++) {

2 for (j = 0; j < N; j++) {

3 for (k = 0; k < K; k++)

4 if (A[i, k])

5 C[i, j] += A[i, k] * B[k, j];

6 }}

Listing 1. Using Conditions

1 for (ii = 0; ii < M; ii += 3) {

2 for (jj = 0; jj < N; jj += 2) {

3 c00, c01 = C[ii+0, jj:jj+2];

4 c10, c11 = C[ii+1, jj:jj+2];

5 c20, c21 = C[ii+2, jj:jj+2];

6 for (k = 0; k < K; k++) {

7 if (A[ii+0, k]) {

8 c00 += A[ii+0, k] * B[k, jj+0];

9 c01 += A[ii+0, k] * B[k, jj+1]; }

10 if (A[ii+1, k]) {

11 c10 += A[ii+1, k] * B[k, jj+0];

12 c11 += A[ii+1, k] * B[k, jj+1]; }

13 if (A[ii+2, k]) {

14 c20 += A[ii+2, k] * B[k, jj+0];

15 c21 += A[ii+2, k] * B[k, jj+1]; }

16 }

17 C[ii+0, jj:jj+2] = {c00, c01};

18 C[ii+1, jj:jj+2] = {c10, c11};

19 C[ii+2, jj:jj+2] = {c20, c21};

20 }}

Listing 2. Unrolled 8 , 9

(and Jammed)

1 for (ii = 0; ii < M; ii += 3) {

2 for (jj = 0; jj < N; jj += 2) {

3 c00, c01 = C[ii+0, jj:jj+2];

4 c10, c11 = C[ii+1, jj:jj+2];

5 c20, c21 = C[ii+2, jj:jj+2];

6 for (k = 0; k < K; k++) {

7 e1: if (A[ii+0, k] && A[ii+1, k]

&& A[ii+2, k]){//avg_freq=0

8 c00 += A[ii+0, k] * B[k, jj+0];

9 c01 += A[ii+0, k] * B[k, jj+1];

10 c10 += A[ii+1, k] * B[k, jj+0];

11 c11 += A[ii+1, k] * B[k, jj+1];

12 c20 += A[ii+2, k] * B[k, jj+0];

13 c21 += A[ii+2, k] * B[k, jj+1]; }

14 e2: if (A[ii+0, k] && !A[ii+1, k]

&& A[ii+2, k]) {//avg_freq=2

15 c00 += A[ii+0, k] * B[k, jj+0];

16 c01 += A[ii+0, k] * B[k, jj+1];

17 c20 += A[ii+2, k] * B[k, jj+0];

18 c21 += A[ii+2, k] * B[k, jj+1]; }

... other cases (e3, e4, e5, e6)

34 e7: if (!A[ii+0, k] && !A[ii+1, k]

&& A[ii+2, k]) {//avg_freq=1

35 c20 += A[ii+2, k] * B[k, jj+0];

36 c21 += A[ii+2, k] * B[k, jj+1]; }

37 }

38 C[ii+0, jj:jj+2] = {c00, c01};

39 C[ii+1, jj:jj+2] = {c10, c11};

40 C[ii+2, jj:jj+2] = {c20, c21};

41 }}

Listing 3. Enumerated

1 for (ii = 0; ii < M; ii += 3) {

2 for (jj = 0; jj < N; jj += 2) {

3 c00, c01 = C[ii+0, jj:jj+2];

4 c10, c11 = C[ii+1, jj:jj+2];

5 c20, c21 = C[ii+2, jj:jj+2];

6 r1: for (p=Atp[ii][0]; p<Atp[ii][1]; p++) {

7 k = Atk[p];

8 c00 += Atv[0] * B[k, jj+0];

9 c01 += Atv[0] * B[k, jj+1];

10 c20 += Atv[1] * B[k, jj+0];

11 c21 += Atv[1] * B[k, jj+1];

12 Atv+=2; }

13 r2: for (p=Atp[ii][1]; p<Atp[ii][2]; p++) {

14 k = Atk[p];

15 c10 += Atv[0] * B[k, jj+0];

16 c11 += Atv[0] * B[k, jj+1];

17 c20 += Atv[1] * B[k, jj+0];

18 c21 += Atv[1] * B[k, jj+1];

19 Atv+=2; }

20 C[ii+0, jj:jj+2] = {c00, c01};

21 C[ii+1, jj:jj+2] = {c10, c11};

22 C[ii+2, jj:jj+2] = {c20, c21};

23 }}

Listing 4. Sparse register tiling’s

generated executor code

To remove the conditionals over accesses to �, we enumerate all the possible execution paths
in the loop body at compile-time. This leads to the code in Listing 3 that has all, i.e. 23 − 1 = 7,
enumerated execution paths as condition-less code blocks guarded by individual guard clauses. As
a result, inside each guarded code block, the common accesses to � lead to register reuse inside
the code block. However, Listing 3 has three drawbacks: (i) Code size and conditionals increase
exponentially with the tile size of )8 , leading to inefficient use of the instruction cache; (ii) A
large number of conditionals is detrimental to performance as, in the worst-case scenario, all
conditionals of the inner loop body must be checked. This problem becomes more prominent since
the unstructured nature of the pruning increases branch mispredictions. (iii) Memory usage is
inefficient since � is stored as dense; many zero locations of � are stored but never used beyond
the guard clauses.

An example of the resulting executor code from sparse register tiling is shown in Listing 4. As
shown the code is not only more compact compared to Listing 3 but also the guard statements (lines
7,14,34) are replaced with more branch predictor friendly loops (lines 6,13). The code compression
is made possible by our sparse-jam solver that trades off redundant FLOPs for code size based on
the sparsity pattern of the target matrices; for example, the lines 8-11 (r1) in Listing 4 can be used
in lieu of executing lines 15-18 (e2) and 35-36 (e7) in Listing 3, with lines 8-9 (Listing 4) becoming
redundant FLOPs in the latter case. The code compression in unroll-and-sparse-jam uses frequency
information, the average frequency at which the conditionals in Listing 3 appear in ML matrices;
avg_freq in line 15 in Listing 3 shows the frequency of the condition. The use of loops instead of
guard statements is made possible with a scheduler in the pre-processing phase that populates the
Atp and Atk arrays. With these arrays, the iterations of the inner : loop are scheduled such that
the iterations using the same code are executed sequentially. As a result, code branches are easier
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Fig. 4. Overall view of code generation components in sparse register tiling, !) stands for lookup table

to predict. Sparse register tiling additionally compresses the matrix using the provided schedule as
a part of the pre-processing phase. This compression is beneficial on small devices with limited
memory or for processing large models containing millions of parameters requiring large expensive
servers otherwise. As shown in Listing 4, nonzero elements are loaded from Atv, which is the
compressed matrix � and is populated by our data compressor.

3 SPARSE REGISTER TILING

This section covers the sparse register tiling technique. We start with an overview of sparse register
tiling and then explain each of its components and finally discuss its safety.

3.1 Overview

Figure 4 shows an overall view of how sparse register tiling is applied to an SpMM code. The first
step is loop tiling, it partitions the matrix multiplication such that each partition fits in caches, i.e.
cache tiles, and then recursively partitions cache tiles to fit into registers, i.e. register tiles.

Sparse register tiling then unrolls the register tile as shown in Listing 2. All the code paths
through the inner loop body (lines 7–15 in Listing 2) are then enumerated as shown in Listing 3. We
refer to each enumerated code path as an enumerated block. The access pattern of each enumerated
block is statically known, allowing the compiler to efficiently allocate and reuse registers. The
sparse-jam solver takes in the frequency at which the enumerated blocks appear in target matrices.
It uses the frequency information along with an execution cost model for the enumerated blocks,
to find a mapping from all of the enumerated blocks (set �) to a subset of enumerated blocks that
will be generated as the final code (set '; ' ⊆ �), i.e. the sparse-jam solver finds a mapping from �

to '. The computed mapping is then stored as a lookup table (LT).
The final step is code generation, it takes in LT from the sparse-jam solver and generates pre-

processing code, which is the scheduler and data compressor, as well as executor code that performs
the matrix multiplication. For the executor, the code generator will generate specialized code
snippets for each enumerated block in ' (output of the lookup table). The loop tiling, unroll and
enumerate, sparse-jam solver and code generation modules are compile-time (purple modules in
Figure 4. The frequency extraction is based on profiling (in pink), and the generated scheduler,
data compression, and executor code are runtime modules. In neural network inference, the sparse
weight matrices are static. All modules except for the SpMM executor run once for a given static
sparse weight matrix.

3.2 Loop Tiling

Loop tiling is required to optimize SpMM for all levels of the CPU memory hierarchy, i.e. caches and
registers. With loop tiling, large computations (loops) are partitioned into smaller sub-computations
to reduce cache misses (with cache tiling) and register spills (with register tiling). This is achieved
by ensuring that the working set size, bytes of data needed to perform the sub-computation, is
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small enough to fit into a target level of the memory hierarchy. For example lets consider a dense
matrix multiplication where � is size of" × , � is size of  ×# and� is size of" ×# with loops
8 , 9 and : that iterate over dimensions " , # and  respectively. If the three loops are tiled with
tile sizes of )8 , )9 , and ): , the matrix multiplication will be partitioned into a sequence of smaller
matrix multiplications. As a result, each of the small matrix multiplications has a small working
set size of )8)9 +)8): +):)9 multiplied by the size of a single scalar; )8)9 , )8): , and ):)9 represent
contributions from � , � and, � respectively.

This work focuses on register tiling, however, adopting an efficient cache tiling strategy is
essential. Failure to tile efficiently for caches results in excessive data movement between DRAM
and the caches, and becomes the dominant bottleneck. To choose cache tile sizes, we should first
find the working set size for a set of tile sizes () 2

8 ,)
2
9 and) 2

:
, superscript 2 indicates tiling for caches).

However, determining the working set size in SpMM is challenging, e.g. in Listing 1 the guard
clause in line 4 causes some accesses to � , �, and � to be skipped decreasing the working set size.
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×)2

9
), where )2

:
= 256.

To find a loop tiling strategy for caches, we
measure the coefficient of variation (CoV) of the
working set size for different tile sizes; a larger
CoV translates to a larger change in the work-
ing set size between tiles, making tile size se-
lection challenging. Figure 5 depicts variation
for 200 randomly selected matrices for the ma-
trices with 70%+ sparsity in the deep learning
matrix collection (DLMC) [Gale et al. 2020], or-
ange dots. For contrast, we also analyzed 200
randomly selected matrices with the same spar-
sity range from the SuiteSparse collection [Davis
and Hu 2011] (blue dots), which contains sparse
matrices from scientific computing. For a dense
matrix, the CoV is zero for all tile sizes because
tile size and working set size are well correlated.
Compared to matrices in SuiteSparse, the DLMC
matrices have a low CoV because the nonzeros
in these matrices are more uniformly distributed. Given the low CoV across tile sizes in DLMC, the
working set size can be inferred from the tile size and a similar tiling strategy to that of a dense
matrix can be applied. We adopt the dense tiling strategy from [Kung et al. 2021] to find cache
tile sizes () 2

8 , )
2
9 , and )

2
:
). For a compressed �, we take the size of metadata for compression into

account when calculating the working set size.
After cache tiling, loops are tiled for registers (prior to unroll-and-jam) to prevent register spill. In

matrix multiplication (dense and sparse) typically a tile of � is placed in registers because accesses
to� (unlike� and �) require a load and a store. Since accesses to� are determined by loop iterators
8 and 9 , loops 8 and 9 are tiled so that a) A

8 ×) A
9 tile of� fits in registers (superscript A indicates tiling

for registers). To ensure sufficient scratch registers exist for the values of � and �, we also satisfy
the constraint:) A

8 ∗) A
9 +<8=()

A
8 ,)

A
9 ) + 1 ≤ =D<_A46; here) A

8 ∗) A
9 indicates the number of registers

required for the 2D tile of � , while<8=() A
8 ,)

A
9 ) + 1 is the number of scratch registers required for

� and �. This limits the number of live scalars at any one time such that they all fit in registers
preventing spill. Hereon, in the text, the tile size superscripts are removed for readability as we will
discuss register tiling exclusively (i.e. )8 refers to )

A
8 ).
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3.3 Unroll and Enumerate

Loop tiling is not sufficient for register reuse, the tiled loop should also be unroll-and-jammed to
expose reuse to the compiler and to determine register lifetimes. In sparse register tiling, we replace
unroll-and-jam with unroll-and-sparse-jam. The first step of unroll-and-sparse-jam is to unroll
the inner loops that are tiled for registers ()8 and )9 ). When unrolling the SpMM code (Listing 1),
conditionals break up the innermost loop body preventing the compiler from assigning common
accesses of � to the same registers. To solve this, sparse register tiling enumerates all possible code
paths in the innermost loop body; by enumerating the code paths, common accesses to � become
statically known enabling register reuse for �.

An Enumerated block is a group of FMA instructions (a basic block, enclosed by a guard clause,
e.g. Line 7 in Listing 3) representing a path in the innermost loop body that is computed with
no register spill. Register spill occurs when the number of overlapping live ranges at any one
time during the execution of the block exceeds the number of registers on a given architecture.
A live range is the span of instructions from the first use of a value to its last use. For SpMM the
instructions in an enumerated block run independently without violating correctness.

We show an enumerated block with its iteration space I4 , access functions 5 , 6, and ℎ, and its
guard clause. The iteration space I4 contains the iterators of the unrolled loops, i.e., 8 and 9 , and
a single iteration of : . Iterators 8, 9, and : have a lower bound of zero and upper bounds of )8 , )9 ,
and  , respectively. The data in �, �, and � are accessed with �[6(I4 )], � [ℎ(I4 )], and � [5 (I4 )],
respectively. Access functions in Listing 1 are 5 (I4 ) = 8 ∗# + 9 ,6(I4 ) = 8 ∗ +: , andℎ(I4 ) = : ∗# + 9 ,
where # and  are columns of � and � respectively. The guard clause shows when an enumerated
block executes and depends on nonzero locations in �.

Table 1 shows the compact form of all the enumerated blocks for Listing 3. A row in the table
shows an enumerated block and its associated guard clause conditions, iteration space, and access
functions. The number of rows in Table 1 corresponds to all combinations of truth states for the
)8 = 3 conditionals after unrolling 8 . Lines 7, 10, and 13 in Listing 2 show the three conditionals for
)8 = 3. After enumeration, the three conditions result in 2

)8 − 1 possibilities, ignoring the empty
case, each corresponding to an enumerated block as shown in Table 1. For example, for 42 in the
table, the conditional columns correspond to truth states of values � in line 14 in Listing 3. The
unrolled statements in lines 14–18 are the result of unrolling the iteration space of 42 as shown in
the second column of Table 1. The access function columns show unrolled accesses to the three
arrays, for example, A[ii+0,j] and A[ii+2,j] in lines 14–18 in Listing 3 correspond to 6(0, 9) ∪ 6(2, 9)
in the 6 column in Table 1.

The iteration space and access functions in an enumerated block also show operations on nonzero
elements, i.e. required operations and potential reuse opportunities. For example for 42 in Table 1,
the iteration space is: 8 ∈ {0, 2} ∧ 0 ≤ 9 < )9 = 2. For 42, based on the iteration space (I4 ) there are
four required FMA operations. However, the number of unique accesses determined by functions 6
and ℎ is less than four, meaning values from matrices � and � are being reused. All the enumerated
blocks operate on the same tile of � , i.e. 5 (8, 9) where 0 ≤ 8 < )8 = 3 ∧ 0 ≤ 9 < )9 = 2. Therefore
the tile of � can be pre-loaded into registers and used for multiple executions of a enumerated
block, creating reuse in � . For 45 – 47, since there exists no reuse in � (the ℎ access function), they
become a form of 1D tiling, creating degenerate cases.

3.4 Sparse-Jam Solver

The number of enumerated blocks grows exponentially with )8 (is 2
)8 ) motivating the need for the

sparse-jam solver to reduce the number of enumerated blocks generated. It is often impractical
to generate unrolled code for all enumerated blocks as it negatively impacts performance due to
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Table 1. The list of enumerated blocks in Listing 3 ()8 = 3,)9 = 2) after unrolling loop iterators 8 and 9 . The

conditional column refers to the if condition for each enumerated block. Loop iterators 8 , 9 , and : represent

the iteration space of a enumerated block (I4 ). Access functions 5 , 6 and ℎ indicate accesses to a tile of

matrices � , �, and �, respectively. �′ points to the beginning of a tile in �.  is the upper bound for : .

Conditional
�′[0,k] �′[1,k] �′[2,k] Interation Space (I4 ) 5 (8, 9) 6(8, :) ℎ(:, 9)

!= 0 != 0 != 0 0 ≤ : <  

e1 1 1 1 8 ∈ {0, 1, 2} ∧ 0 ≤ 9 < )9 5 (0, 9) ∪ 5 (1, 9) ∪ 5 (2, 9) 6(0, :) ∪ 6(1, :) ∪ 6(2, :) ℎ(:, 9)

e2 1 0 1 8 ∈ {0, 2} ∧ 0 ≤ 9 < )9 5 (0, 9) ∪ 5 (2, 9) 6(0, :) ∪ 6(2, :) ℎ(:, 9)

e3 1 1 0 8 ∈ {0, 1} ∧ 0 ≤ 9 < )9 5 (0, 9) ∪ 5 (1, 9) 6(0, :) ∪ 6(1, :) ℎ(:, 9)

e4 0 1 1 8 ∈ {1, 2} ∧ 0 ≤ 9 < )9 5 (1, 9) ∪ 5 (2, 9) 6(1, :) ∪ 6(2, :) ℎ(:, 9)

e5 1 0 0 8 ∈ {0} ∧ 0 ≤ 9 < )9 5 (0, 9) 6(0, :) ℎ(:, 9)

e6 0 1 0 8 ∈ {1} ∧ 0 ≤ 9 < )9 5 (1, 9) 6(1, :) ℎ(:, 9)

e7 0 0 1 8 ∈ {2} ∧ 0 ≤ 9 < )9 5 (2, 9) 6(2, :) ℎ(:, 9)

a) Identifying enumerated blocks
in two sample tiles ()8 = 3,  = 7)
of � from target matrices. (Dots
represent nonzeros in �)

8

:
�′
1

�′
2

e2 e6 e4 e7 e2 e6 e2 e2 e7 e6 e4

b) Enumerated blocks (�) with their
frequency. (Dots represent accesses
to � , hence the tile dimensions are
)8 = 3,)9 = 2)

5 A4@ =

0E6_5 A4@ =

e1
8

9

0

0

e2

4

2

e3

0

0

e4

2

1
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0

0
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3

1.5
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2

1

c) The set of merged enumerated
blocks (') produced by the Sparse-

Jam solver.

Look-up Table

{ e2, e7 } → { r1 }

{ e4, e6 } → { r2 }

5 A4@ =

0E6_5 A4@ =

6

3

5

2.5

r1 r2

Fig. 6. Inputs and outputs of the sparse-jam solver for the unroll-and-sparse-jam example: a) shows two

sample tiles �′
1
and �′

2
extracted from the target sparse matrices with )8 = 3. Each column is labeled with its

associated enumerated blocks. b) shows all enumerated blocks for)8 = 3,)9 = 2, forming set �. The frequency

information of each enumerated block in �′
1
and �′

2
is also shown. Finally, c) shows that the sparse-jam

solver takes � and its associated frequencies and produces a set of merged enumerated blocks (') and its

corresponding lookup table to be used by the scheduler/data compressor.

inefficient use of the instruction cache and excessive branching. The sparse-jam solver replaces the
set of all enumerated blocks (�) with a smaller set '. The code generated using set ' uniquely covers
all required operations, guaranteed with a mathematical model, and leads to a generated code size
that fits in the instruction cache. To find ', we use a cost model to estimate the execution time of
enumerated blocks, and their merged variations, at compile-time. Our cost model also accounts
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for the frequency at which the enumerated blocks appear in sparse ML weight matrices. Figure
6 shows how sparse-jam generates the compact code in Listing 4 from the enumerated code in
Listing 3 and is used in the following to first explain the frequency and cost model of enumerated
blocks and then demonstrate the sparse-jam mathematical model.

Frequency. The frequency of enumerated block 4 , or 5 A4@(4) is an extracted statistic from profiling
an extensive set of tiles from target matrices and represents how often the enumerated block 4
would execute if generated. The target matrices in this work are composed of a large benchmark
of pruned ML weight matrices. To compute the frequency information, the frequency extractor
in sparse register tiling iterates over tiles of weight matrix �. An enumerated block is uniquely
identified using accesses to �, i.e. 6, thus iterating over matrix � accurately counts the frequency of
each enumerated block, shown with 5 A4@(4). Also, 0E6_5 A4@ is 5 A4@D4=2~ divided by the number
of tiles sampled.

Figure 6a, shows two example tiles �′
1
and �′

2
with )8 = 3. The columns in each tile are labeled

with their associated enumerated block. For )8 = 3 a maximum of 7 unique enumerated blocks
exists (neglecting the empty block) and are stored in �. Each enumerated block corresponds to
one row of Table 1. Figure 6a shows the access pattern of �, i.e. access function 6, and Figure 6b
shows accesses to C via access function 5 . While )8 = 3 is chosen for brevity, sparse-jam supports
larger values of )8 . The occurrence of each 4 ∈ � in the two tiles in Figure 6a is shown with 5 A4@
and 0E6_5 A4@ below tiles in Figure 6a. In practice, sparse-jam computes 5 A4@ for all tiles in the
target weight matrices.

Cost Model. The cost model in sparse-jam provides a compile-time estimation of the execution time
of individual enumerated blocks and their merged variants. Frequency is also accounted for in the
overall cost. All possible variations of merging enumerated blocks, including individual enumerated
blocks, are stored in � which has< members. The overall cost of �8 ∈ � is as follows:

>E4A0;;_2>BC (�8 ) = 4G42_2>BC (�8 ) ∗
∑

4∈�8

0E6_5 A4@(4) + >E4Aℎ403 ∀8 = 1, ...,< (1)

where 4G42_2>BC (�8 ) is the cost of a single execution of the variant results from merging all
enumerated blocks in �8 . When merged, the enumerated blocks in �8 create one enumerated block
with its iteration space and its access functions being the union of the iteration space and access
functions of all enumerated blocks in �8 . The merging leads to padding in � and hence redundant
computation. To compute 4G42_2>BC (�8 ), we use two architecture-specific parameters to obtain the
cost per operation for loading �, performing the FMA, and the cost of loading �. The >E4A0;;_2>BC
in Equation 1 includes 0E6_5 A4@ to account for the frequency at which the enumerated block
in �8 appears in the input tiles. The >E4Aℎ403 term represents the incremental branching cost of
generating an additional enumerated block (irrespective of howmany times it runs or the number of
required operations within enumerated block). The two architectural parameters for 4G42_2>BC (�8 )

along with >E4Aℎ403 are obtained empirically.
Using Figure 6 as an example, if we assume�1 = {e2, e7}, 4G42_2>BC ({e2, e7}) = 0.3,0E6_5 A4@(e2)

= 4, 0E6_5 A4@(e7) = 2 and >E4Aℎ403 = 0.7 then >E4A0;;_2>BC (�1) would be: 0.3 ∗ (2 + 1) + 0.7 = 1.6.
Figure 6b to figure 6c shows that 42 and 47 (42, 47 ∈ �) get merged to become A1 (A1 ∈ '). The
merging causes redundant operations as a result of the fact that 47 only requires operations for:
8 = 2 ∧ 9 ∈ {0, 1}, however, A1 computes: 8 ∈ {0, 2} ∧ 9 ∈ {0, 1}. In other words, instead of
executing 47, we execute A1 and perform redundant operations for: 8 = 0 ∧ 9 ∈ {0, 1}. If {e2}
and {e7} were not merged and executed independently then because 4G42_2>BC ({e2}) = 0.3 and
4G42_2>BC ({e7}) = 0.2, the overall cost for 42 and 47 would be: (0.3 ∗ 2 + 0.7) + (0.2 ∗ 1 + 0.7) = 2.2.
Hence in this example, it is profitable to merge 42 and 47 despite the redundant computation.
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Mathematical Model. We use a mathematical model, an integer linear optimization problem, to
search the space of cost-efficient merged enumerated block combinations while satisfying instruc-
tion cache limits and correctness. The model finds the set of merged groups with minimal cost, ',
subject to two constraints ensuring correctness and compact code size. The input to the model is� ,
i.e. the list of< merging variations of enumerated blocks. Only enumerated blocks with nonzero
frequencies are considered. The sparse-jam mathematical model finds a set ' with a minimum cost
using:

"8=

<∑

8=1

G8 ∗ >E4A0;;_2>BC (�8 ) (2)

where G is the boolean unknown and G8 = 1 shows that the merged enumerated block resulting
from �8 is selected as a member of '. The covering constraint ensures that the enumerated blocks
in the target matrix are included exactly once in the final set ' as shown in Equation 3:

<∑

8=1

G8 ∗"8 9 = 1,∀9 = 1, ..., I (3)

where I is the number of nonzero enumerated blocks, which can be up to 2)8 . Matrix" is<×I and
"8 9 is set to one when enumerated block 9 is part of�8 . The code size constraint ensures the size of
the generated code for set ' is smaller than the instruction cache size, i.e., B8202ℎ4 . The constraint is:

<∑

8=1

G8 ∗ ;8 ≤ B8202ℎ4 (4)

where the code size for group 8 is shown with ;8 .
To handle larger values of )8 and the exponential growth in the number of possible merged

enumerated blocks (<), we instead use a pruned set of merged enumerated blocks as input. Given
the relatively low number of vector registers on a common CPU, usually ≤ 32, we only test )8
values up to 8. If )8 is above 8, to have a 2D register tile of � ()8 ×)9 ), )9 has to reduce, leading to
limited register reuse. Even for 4 < )8 ≤ 8 pruning is required. We partition the enumerated blocks
to a maximum of 16 partitions, each partition contains enumerated blocks with similar accesses to
�. For each partition 8 , all possible merging of enumerated blocks are stored in the partition set
�%8 . The union of all sets in �%8 is passed to the sparse-jam solver as � . Each member of �%8 is
labeled with its frequency. Members with the highest frequency across different partition sets are
also considered for merging and are added to � to be considered by the solver.

The output of the sparse-jam solver is then converted to a lookup table, which shows how the
enumerated block should be merged, i.e. the surjective mapping: � → '. The scheduler needs this
information to map enumerated blocks to a set of generated merged enumerated blocks supported
by the executor. In our example, since G1 and G4 are selected, the enumerated blocks in each group
get mapped to the union of the group, i.e. {e2, e7} → {A1 = e2∪e7}, the lookup table is in Figure 6c.

3.5 Code Generation

In the final step of sparse register tiling, as shown in Figure 4, codes for a scheduler, a data
compressor, and an SpMM executor are generated. The scheduler and the data compressor are
part of a pre-processing phase and run before the SpMM executor code. The scheduler in the
pre-processing step finds the corresponding mapping to ' for an input matrix � (compressed into
Atk and Atp to be used by the executor). The compressor takes the output of the scheduler to also
compress the values of � (into Atv). The executor code performs the SpMM on the compressed
matrix, using the computation order from the pre-processing phase.
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3.5.1 Scheduler and Data Compressor Code Generation. The scheduler takes as input the sparse
matrix � and the look-up table from the sparse-jam solver and provides as output the computation
order of merged enumerated blocks. The scheduler code is shown in Listing 5. It loops over row
blocks of height )8 in � and for each row block it visits its columns (iterator :). For each of
these columns, accesses to � are used to find the associated enumerated block, 4 ∈ � . Using the
lookup_table created by sparse-jam, each enumerated block is mapped to a merged enumerated
block A ∈ ' (line 4 in Listing 5). The column indices (or iterations :) for each A are stored in 3D
tensor, location, and then flattened to Atk and Atp. Atp[ii] is an array of pointers to Atk for row block
8 . Atp[ii][id - 1] points to the start of column indices related to a merged enumerated block id in row
block 8 , and Atp[ii][id] marks the end of it.

1 scheduler(A, {Ti,M,K}, lookup_table){

2 for (ii = 0; ii < M; ii += Ti) {

3 for (k = 0; k < K; k++) {

4 r = lookup_table(A[ii:ii+Ti, k]);

5 location[ii][r.id].append(k); }}

6 Atk, Atp = flatten(location);

7 return Atk, Atp; }

Listing 5. Scheduler code

1 data_compressor(A, {Ti,M,K}, {Atk,Atp}, '){

2 for (ii = 0; ii < M; ii += Ti) {

3 for (r: sorted_by_id(')){

4 for (p=Atp[ii][r.id-1]; p<Atp[ii][r.id]; p++) {

5 for (offset: r.g) { // r.g shows accesses to A

6 Atv.append(A[ii * K + offset, Atk[p]]); }}}}

7 return Atv; }

Listing 6. Data Compressor code

The data compressor re-stores nonzero values in � contiguously based on the execution order of
merged enumerated blocks provided by the scheduler and produces Atv. The compression improves
spatial locality while simultaneously reducing the amount of memory required for the computation.
The template code for the compressor is shown in Listing 6, where ' is the set of generated merged
enumerated blocks with their associated access functions. As shown in Listing 6, the order in which
the data is accessed is determined using the output of the scheduler (Atp, Atk) as well as accesses
to � (access function 6), for each of the merged enumerated blocks.

1 for (int ii = 0; ii < M; ii += 3) {

2 for (int jj = 0; jj < N; jj += 2) {

3 for (int p = Atp[ii][0]; p < Atp[ii][1]; p++) {

4 int k = Atk[p];

5 // r1, i = {0, 2}, j = {0, 1}

6 C[ii+0, jj+0] += A[ii+0, k] * B[k, jj+0];

7 C[ii+0, jj+1] += A[ii+0, k] * B[k, jj+1];

8 C[ii+2, jj+0] += A[ii+2, k] * B[k, jj+0];

9 C[ii+2, jj+1] += A[ii+2, k] * B[k, jj+1]; }

10 for (int p = Atp[ii][1]; p < Atp[ii][2]; x++) {

11 int k = Atk[p];

12 // r2, i = {1, 2}, j = {0, 1}

13 C[ii+1, jj+0] += A[ii+1, k] * B[k, jj+0];

14 C[ii+1, jj+1] += A[ii+1, k] * B[k, jj+1];

15 C[ii+2, jj+0] += A[ii+2, k] * B[k, jj+0];

16 C[ii+2, jj+1] += A[ii+2, k] * B[k, jj+1]; }

17 }}

Listing 7. Executor code for the lookup table

in Figure 6c before scalar promotion and data

compression (C[i,j]=C[i*N+j], A[i,k]=A[i*K+k]

, and B[k,j]=B[k*N+j])

1 for (int ii = 0; ii < M; ii += 3) {

2 for (int jj = 0; jj < N; jj += 2) {

3 float c00 = C[ii+0, jj+0], c01 = C[ii+0, jj+1];

4 float c10 = C[ii+1, jj+0], c11 = C[ii+1, jj+1];

5 float c20 = C[ii+2, jj+0], c21 = C[ii+2, jj+1];

6 for (int p = Atp[ii][0]; p < Atp[ii][1]; p++) {

7 int k = Atk[p];

8 float a0 = Atv[0], b0 = B[k, jj+0];

9 float a2 = Atv[1], b1 = B[k, jj+1]; Atv+=2;

10 c00 += a0 * b0; c01 += a0 * b1;

11 c20 += a2 * b0; c21 += a2 * b1; }

12 for (int p = Atp[ii][1]; p < Atp[ii][2]; p++) {

13 int k = Atk[p];

14 float a1 = Atv[0], b0 = B[k, jj+0];

15 float a2 = Atv[1], b1 = B[k, jj+1]; Atv+=2;

16 c10 += a1 * b0; c11 += a1 * b1;

17 c20 += a2 * b0; c21 += a2 * b1; }

18 C[ii+0, jj+0] = c00; C[ii+0, jj+1] = c01;

19 C[ii+1, jj+0] = c10; C[ii+1, jj+1] = c11;

20 C[ii+2, jj+0] = c20; C[ii+2, jj+1] = c21; }}

Listing 8. Executor code for Figure 6c, after scalar

promotion and data compression
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3.5.2 Executor Code Generation. For the executor, the code generator will generate an unrolled
code for each merged enumerated block A ∈ '. Listing 7 shows the generated executor code for
the set ' shown in Figure 6c. The code of each merged enumerated block A is inside a for loop that
iterates over all occurrences of A obtained from the scheduler, i.e. Atk and Atp. The code of a merged
enumerated block is also transformed to operate on the compressed matrix � followed by scalar
promotion and vector intrinsic generation to enable vectorization. Listing 8 shows the executor
code after scalar promotion, operating on compressed nonzero values, Atv, which is populated by
the data compressor. As shown in Listing 8, accesses to � , �, and � are unrolled, enabling scalar
promotion. Lines 3–5 in Listing 8 show scalar promotion on accesses to� and lines 8–9 in Listing 8
show scalar promotions on accesses to � and � for A1. Finally, FMA operations are performed on
scalar values, enabling the use of vector units, e.g. both FMA operations in line 10 in Listing 8 are
vectorized and performed using a single vector FMA.

3.5.3 Multi-Threaded ML Inference. To use thread-level parallelism, the scheduler assigns a row
block with height )8 to a thread. We use the number of nonzeros in a panel to balance workloads
between threads. The row blocks are scheduled to threads dynamically similar to [Gale et al. 2020].
The row block scheduling is also done as part of the pre-processing in sparse register tiling. For ML
inference using a pre-processing step to pre-pack weight matrices is a common technique to boost
performance, frequently done during model compilation or during inference server setup.

3.6 Safety

The associativity property of FMAs in SpMM allows for an arbitrary reordering of operations
in single-threaded executions. Thus the tentative change in computation order from unroll-and-
sparse-jam, scheduler, and data compression is safe. The covering constraint ensures all required
statements are covered in the jammed code, hence any change in the number of operations from
unroll-sparse-jam is safe. For multi-threading, the executor runs row blocks in parallel. Since row
blocks write to disjoint locations of � , write-after-write dependence is not violated.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section evaluates the performance of sparse register. We first show the efficiency of sparse
register tiling for Deep Learning Matrix Collection [Gale et al. 2020]. Then MobileNetV1 is used as
a case study to show the efficiency of our method on an edge device.

4.1 Experimental Setup

Target architecture: For testbeds we use an Intel(R) 20-core server CPU with AVX512, Xeon(R)
Gold 6248 CPU (2.50GHz, 1MB L2 Cache, 28160K L3 Cache), as well as a common edge processor
Armv8-A 4 core CPU, ARM Cortex-A72 (1.5 GHz, 1MB shared L2 Cache, Raspberry Pi 4B). The
Intel CPU is capable of 2 vector FMAs per cycle and 2 vector loads per cycle [Abel and Reineke
2019], while the ARM CPU is capable of 1 vector FMA per cycle and 1 vector load per cycle [ARM
2015]. AVX512 has 512-bit vectors or 16 single precision values, while Armv8-A has 128-bit vectors
or 4 single precision values. Both have 32 vector registers. Experiments are performed using the
Google Benchmark1, we take the median of 7 repetitions. Google Benchmark initially runs warm
iterations to determine a statistically stable number of iterations per repetition, as a result, our tests
are done using a warm cache. For each experiment, the required FLOPs, i.e. operations required on
nonzero elements, is calculated per run and is twice the number of nonzeros times the number of �
columns and is common for all implementations.

1https://github.com/google/benchmark
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Software setup on Intel: We compare our method against ASpT [Hong et al. 2019], MKL GEMM [In-
tel 2022], MKL SpMM using a CSR storage format, MKL SpMM using a BSR storage format, TACO
[Kjolstad et al. 2017; Senanayake et al. 2020] using the schedules from [Senanayake et al. 2020],
and the latest version of SpMM from the locality-based codelet mining inspector/executor (LCM
I/E) [Cheshmi et al. 2022]. For ASpT, the latest version is compiled using their default build options.
ASpT assigns a row block to each thread for thread parallelism. The default row block size in ASpT
is set to a large value, suitable for SuiteSparse matrices that often have a large number of rows.
However, the number of rows in the DLMCmatrices tested is small (mean: 899, median: 512) leading
to limited parallelism with the default ASpT setting. Thus, we execute ASpT with both the default
and adaptive row block size, i.e. rows divided by the number of threads, and report the best. For
MKL we use version 2021.4.0. LCM I/E only supports double precision so we compare it with double
precision code generated using sparse register tiling. All methods on Intel are compiled using GCC
v.11.2 with the -O3 flag, however, numbers related to performance counters are reported with GCC
v.8.3 for compatibility with PAPI [Terpstra et al. 2010] on our server.

Software setup on ARM: We compare our method against the SpMM kernel found in XNNPACK
[Elsen et al. 2020; Google 2022], a well-known ML inference library for CPUs, as well as to the
SGEMM in the ARM Compute Library [ARM 2022a] (version 22.08). We also tested the SGEMM in
ARM Performance Libraries [ARM 2022b] (version 22.1) but found that the Compute Library was
consistently faster for the tested matrices and therefore omitted the ARM Performance Library
results. All methods on ARM are compiled using GCC v.10.2 with the -O3 flag.
Sparse register tiling setup: Our code generator is implemented in Python and emits C++ code

with vector intrinsics for ARM and Intel. The MOSEK package [ApS 2022] is used to solve the
mathematical program in the sparse-jam solver. Since all of the pruning methods in the DLMC are
unstructured and result in highly random sparsity patterns we find that a common set of scheduler-
executor pairs generated by sparse register tiling work well across the board. We generate four
different mappings from � to ' (lookup tables) where the resulting mapping sizes are, B8I4 (�) →
B8I4 ('): 15 → 15 ()8 = 4), 255 → 19 ()8 = 8), 15 → 9 ()8 = 4) and 255 → 19 ()8 = 8). The first two
are targeted at lower sparsity ratios (60% - 80%) while the latter two are targeted at higher sparsity
ratios (80% - 95%). Then 2 executors are generated per mapping by changing)9 , when)8 = 4 we use
)9 values of 4 and 6, and when)8 = 8 we use)9 values of 2 and 3. Because some matrices don’t have
multiple of 6 row counts, )8 = 6 is not used to simplify the implementation. We use an empirically
generated heuristic to select among the eight generated executor-scheduler pairs, with)8 = 8 being
favored for smaller � column counts and )8 = 4 being favored for larger � column counts.

4.2 Deep Learning Matrix Collection Evaluation

We test our method on all 2396 matrices (for sparsity ranges of 60% to 95%) from the Deep Learning
Matrix Collection [Gale et al. 2020], which containsmatrices from pruned Transformer and ResNet50
Models. The ResNet50 matrices come from unfolding the convolution filters, i.e. assuming the
input has undergone the im2col operation to convert the convolution to matrix multiplication.
The weight matrices were pruned using a variety of unstructured pruning methods: variational
dropout [Kingma et al. 2015], ;0 regularization [Louizos et al. 2018], random [Zhu and Gupta 2017]
and an extended version of magnitude pruning [Zhu and Gupta 2017]. This results in a total of 59
models in the dataset. Matrices with above 95% sparsity are not tested because models with this
level of sparsity regularly lead to substantial drops in accuracy [Gale et al. 2019] also unstructured
matrices with 95%+ sparsity typically only have one nonzero per enumerated block making our
method equivalent to 1D tiling.

Overall sparse register tiling achieves a geometric mean single-threaded speedup of 2.24×, 1.96×
and 1.99× and multi-threaded (20 Threads) speedup of 2.65×, 1.72× and 3.23× over MKL SGEMM,
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MKL SpMM (CSR) and ASpT respectively. For ARM, Sparse Register Tiling achieves a geometric
mean single-threaded speedup of 1.89× and 1.24×, and multi-threaded speedup of 1.86× and 1.97×
respectively over ARM Compute Library SGEMM and XNNPACK SpMM. Figure 7 and Figure 8
show the overall performance of sparse register tiling for all 2396 DLMC matrices tested.

4.2.1 Overall Performance and Storage Cost. Figure 7 shows the speedups versus the fastest sparse
and dense baselines for both Intel and ARM, MKL SpMM (CSR), and XNNPACK respectively, for
multi-threaded runs. Figure 8 shows the throughput broken down by � column counts and the
number of threads. In each experiment in Figure 8, the memory footprint, i.e. the collective size of
matrices�,�, and� , is between 26KB–130MB. For the experiments in Figure 8, thememory footprint
is larger than Intel’s L3, Intel’s single-core L2, and ARM L2 caches in 0.8%, 90%, and 90% cases
respectively. The performance of sparse register tiling is better than sparse and dense baselines due
to lower loads-per-FMA and redundant operations, respectively. Compared toMKL SpMM (CSR) and
XNNPACK SpMM, respectively, in 66% and 82% of matrices, for which sparse register tiling provides
over 1.5 times speedup, fall within sparsity range is within 60–80%.This is because for lower sparsity
ranges, the execution time of existing sparse implementations is dominated by indexing loads and
(re)loading values of � (thus higher loads-per-FMA). ASpT on Intel and XNNPACK SpMM on ARM
use an efficient 1D register tiling approach. As shown, sparse register tiling outperforms ASpT and
XNNPACK SpMM in 100% and 78% of matrices, respectively. Compared to the dense baselines, in 88%
and 99% of matrices where sparse register tiling is over 1.5 times faster, the sparsity range is within
70–95%, for Intel and ARM respectively. This is because dense baselines do more redundant FLOPs,
i.e. operations on zeros, compared to sparse register tiling. We also compared sparse register tiling
with MKL’s implementation of register blocking (BSR) with block sizes 2×2, 4×4, and 8×8 and TACO.
For MKL BSR, 4×4 provides the best overall performance for DLMC matrices and is only faster
than MKL SGEMM and SpMM (CSR) in 3.16% and 4.19%, respectively. Our experiments show the
BSR (4×4) implementation performs on average 5.69× more computation than sparse register tiling.
TACO is faster than MKL SpMM in less than 1% of DLMC matrices and is consistently slower than
sparse register tiling because TACO uses 1D register tiling and does not exploit cache-level locality.
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Fig. 9. Bytes required to store � normalized over the

size of the matrix if treated as dense (lower is better).

For these reasons, both MKL BSR and TACO
are not included in the plots.

Figure 9 compares the required storage size
in sparse register tiling vs the CSR storage
format (all normalized over a dense baseline).
Sparse register tiling has a lower storage cost
than CSR in 60% of matrices because it only
needs one indirection per merged enumerated
block; CSR has an indirection per nonzero. The
effect is more pronounced at lower sparsity
values where there is an increased number of
nonzeros per enumerated block. As the spar-
sity increases, CSR requires less storage in some
cases. This is because of the overhead of cache-
level tiling in sparse register tiling.

4.2.2 Comparing with Sparsity-specific Methods. In this section, we compare the performance
of sparse register tiling with LCM I/E, a sparsity-specific technique, on DLMC and SuiteSparse
matrices. Since LCM I/E is implemented in double precision, we use the double precision version
of sparse register tiling for comparison and all GFLOP/s are reported as double precision FLOPs.
The performance of double precision MKL DGEMM and SpMM are also provided as a reference.
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All plots use B Columns=128 and Threads=20.
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Fig. 11. Performance breakdown by model and pruning method (B Columns=128 and Threads=20)

Figure 10a compares the performance of the two implementations for DLMC matrices when B

Columns=128. As shown, sparse register tiling is faster than LCM I/E, MKL SpMM, and MKL
DGEMM for DLMC with a geometric mean speedup of 2.06×, 1.90×, and 2.87×, respectively.

Figure 10b shows the performance of LCM I/E and sparse register tiling for DLMC and SuiteSparse
matrices. The evaluation is performed for 500 randomly-selected matrices in SuiteSparse and 500
randomly-selected matrices from DLMC. The matrices are sorted based on density which acts as a
soft separator, some SuiteSparse matrices have a density greater than 5% (the red line) while none
of the tested DLMC matrices have a density less than 5%. LCM I/E performs better than sparse
register tiling in 37.8% of SuiteSparse matrices while it is faster only in 7.9% of DLMC matrices.

To explain the trends in Figure 10b, we describe how LCM I/E and sparse register tiling use
sparsity information to reuse data in caches and registers. Based on the sparsity pattern of �, LCM
I/E generates three different types of codelets, BLAS, partially strided codelet (PSC) type I, and type
II (PSC I and PSC II). These codelets differ in type based on the number of unstrided (random) access
functions in their code. LCM I/E enables 2D register reuse for BLAS and PSC I codelets because
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they can have at least two (zero) strided access functions. However, for PSC II, where accesses to
both � and � are unstrided, LCM I/E only enables 1D register reuse because only accesses to � are
known at compile-time. We analyzed the codelets generated from LCM I/E. Over 65% of its codelets
for SuiteSparse matrices is of type PSC I, while in matrices from DLMC 96% of codelets are PSC II.
Hence, LCM I/E does not enable efficient register tiling, i.e. 2D register reuse, in the DLMC. LCM
I/E does enable cache reuse for codelet types. Sparse register tiling enables 2D register reuse for
unstrided accesses, e.g. PSC II. This is done by unrolling the unstrided accesses, i.e. accesses to � ,
revealing accesses at compile-time, As a result, per Figure 10b, compared to LCM IE, sparse register
tiling provides better performance for DLMC matrices.

The cache tiling strategy in sparse register tiling is not well-suited for SuiteSparse matrices.
Per Section 3.2, sparse register tiling implements the tiling strategy used for dense matrices, i.e.
fixed tile sizes, based on the fact that the coefficient of variation (CoV) of the working set is low
in both DLMC and dense matrices. Thus our approach works better when CoV is low as shown
in Figure 10c. LCM I/E is provided as a reference. From Figure 10b, sparse register tiling provides
higher performance in some SuiteSparse matrices compared to the DLMC matrices. This is because
these SuiteSparse matrices have more dense structures compared to unstructured DLMC matrices
resulting in a higher average number of nonzeros per enumerated block per Figure 10d.
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Fig. 12. Matrix shapes for DLMC.

4.2.3 The Effect of the Pruning Method on Performance. Figure 11
shows the performance of sparse register tiling, MKL SpMM (CSR),
and MKL SGEMM for all pruning methods in the DLMC, broken
down by models. As shown, the performance of SpMM for matri-
ces from ResNet50 is on average lower than those from the trans-
former model because the average row count in ResNet50 is lower
than transformers, reducing thread-level parallelism. Figure 12
shows that the row counts of weight matrices from ResNet50 are
often less than 250, which is smaller than the transformer model
row counts. The highest variation in timing belongs to variational
dropout, extended magnitude pruning, and ;0 regularization prun-
ing methods because the sparsity of each layer does not match
the total model sparsity resulting in more variation in sparsity
(nonzero count) between the weight matrices.

4.2.4 Profiling and Analysis. Figure 13 shows the effect of unroll-and-sparse-jam and data compres-
sion on the obtained performance of sparse register tiling. Unroll-and-sparse-jam reduces the code
size and branch miss-prediction, while data compression improves spatial locality in accesses to �.
Figure 13 also shows that the effect of spatial locality improvement in� is diminished as the number
of columns in � increases, leading to the data movement cost of � and � becoming dominant.
Figure 15 shows that as sparse register tiling reduces loads-per-FMA, its performance increases
relative to the baseline. We measure the number of loads and operations using PAPI [Terpstra et al.
2010] counters MEM_UOPS_RETIRED:ALL_LOADS and MEM_UOPS_RETIRED:ALL_STORES,
respectively. As sparsity increases, the loads-per-FMA increase since the number of operations
(nonzeros) per register tile decreases. Thus our method typically degenerates to the more standard
1D tiling around 95% sparsity, when the matrices are unstructured. The figure shows a loads-per-
FMA threshold of 1, with the highest speedups being below this point.

Figure 14 shows execution time, redundant computation, and loads-per-FMA for matrices with
uniform randomly generated sparsity patterns ranging from 30% to 99%.TheMKL SGEMMexecution
time is always a constant line and is used as a baseline. Redundant FLOPs in sparse register tiling
reduce as the sparsity ratio increases. This is because fewer nonzeros exist per enumerated block
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(Right) Shows the number of loads-per-FMA per method.
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Fig. 16. Correlation between the number of gener-

ated enumerated blocks and performance (single-

threaded) (random sparsity pattern 70%).

leading to high-frequency enumerated blocks dominating the degenerate cases, reducing the need
for aggressive merging. Also for above 95%, sparse register tiling degenerates to 1D tiling in the
case of uniform random sparsity closely matching the loads-per-FMA of ASpT.

Figure 16 shows how the sparse-jam solver explores the space of code size and performance for a
small SpMM where all matrices fit in the L1 cache.� is selected to be 48×128 and � has 32 columns.
Three different )8 sizes are selected 4, 6, and 8 (all with a )9 of 2). Each is passed to the sparse-jam
solver with different constraints on the number of generated enumerated blocks. Per Figure 16, the
performance improves up until a point. From this point on, instruction-cache misses and branching
overhead are no longer offset by the incremental reduction in redundant computations. Sparse-jam
takes the code size threshold to ensure efficient use of instruction cache size.
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4.3 Case Study: MobileNetV1 on the Edge Table 2. MobileNetV1 Latencies

1 Thread 4 Threads
XNNPACK Sparse Reg. XNNPACK Sparse Reg.

Dense 142ms – 75ms –
70% 132ms 103ms 77ms 36ms

80% 95ms 82ms 54ms 31ms

90% 61ms 55ms 34ms 26ms

MobileNetV1 [Howard et al. 2017] is a
well-known ML model for image classi-
fication on mobile or edge devices. Re-
ducing latency and improving through-
put is critical for these models as it can
directly affect frame rate when process-
ing video, the user experience, and/or
battery life. We integrate our kernels into XNNPACK and use the bundled MobileNetV1 benchmark,
and then execute it on the ARM target processor. Similar to [Elsen et al. 2020], we replace the
1×1 convolutions with our SpMM because they dominate computation time and can be directly
implemented as matrix multiplication. The benchmark uses random weights and a random sparsity
pattern for all layers (only sparsifying the 1×1 convolution layers). We also fuse the bias-add and
Relu activation into the 1×1 convolutions, similar to XNNPACK’s SpMM and SGEMM implementa-
tions. The results for four threads are in Figure 17. The vertical blue lines represent the sparsified
1×1 convolution layers. The overall execution times are shown in Table 2.
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Fig. 17. MobileNET V1 on Cortex-A72 (4 threads)

5 RELATED WORK

Pruning in Neural Networks. Pruning methods in Neural Networks have gained great traction
in recent years as it reduces model size and floating point operations. To turn FLOP reduction
into performance, semi-structured or pattern-based pruning methods are proposed [Guo et al.
2020; Huang et al. 2022; Lagunas et al. 2021; Mao et al. 2017; Mishra et al. 2021; Zhu et al. 2019],
these patterns are better fit to current computing hardware and software systems. Examples of
structured pruning methods are, [Lagunas et al. 2021] that prunes to create blocks, [Mishra et al.
2021] which prunes to an N:M sparsity structure, and [Zhu et al. 2019] that prunes to create vectors.
However, these pruning approaches often lead to accuracy loss compared to unstructured (fine-
grained) pruning methods, with this tradeoff varying per architecture and application. PatDNN [Niu
et al. 2020] is an example of a fine-tuning system for unstructured weight matrices. They select
random pre-defined patterns and fine-tune a model to enforce the pre-defined patterns. This enables
performance but it reduces accuracy and also requires fine-tuning the model. Sparse register tiling
accelerates the performance of inference without compromising accuracy and without the need to
fine-tune or re-prune an already pruned model.

Register tiling in libraries and compilers. 1D or 2D register tiling techniques are commonly used
by compilers and libraries for matrix multiplication. Dense matrix multiplication implementa-
tions [Goto and Geijn 2008; Kung et al. 2021; Low et al. 2016] exploit all levels (register and cache)
of the memory hierarchy using tiling methods. Due to the existing regularity in dense storage
formats, micro-kernels [Low et al. 2016] are used for efficient 2D register tiling. Micro-kernels
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are hand-optimized code for fixed-size matrix multiplications that fit into registers of the target
processor. Micro-kernels do not exploit sparsity.

A large class of sparse libraries and compilers exists that use efficient cache tiling and apply 1D
register tiling to sparse codes. [Hong et al. 2019; Kurt et al. 2020] use analysis of working set sizes to
perform cache tiling and then apply 1D register tiling. Tensor compilers such as TACO [Kjolstad et al.
2017; Senanayake et al. 2020] and MLIR sparse compiler [Bik et al. 2022] create tiles, then leverage
compiler transformations to use vector processors and registers. For SpMM, this frequently leads
to 1D register tiling. DCSC [Hong et al. 2019], DSCR [Hong et al. 2018] and CT-CSR [Rajbhandari
et al. 2017] re-store each cache tile based on the sparse matrix row access order and then apply a
1D register tiling. COO and related storage formats like CSB [Aktulga et al. 2014; Buluç et al. 2009]
have indirection on both rows and columns making even 1D register tiling challenging leading
implementations that only exploit reuse on �. While these methods are efficient at alleviating the
DRAM-to-cache bottleneck (or bottlenecks between cache levels), because of only applying 1D
register tiling their performance is bottlenecked by data movements between L1 to registers.

Register blocking [Im and Yelick 2001] is the commonly used approach to enable 2D register tiling
in SpMM. Libraries such as OSKI [Vuduc et al. 2005] SparTA [Zheng et al. 2022] andMKL [Intel 2022]
use register blocking for a class of methods, including SpMM, to accelerate sparse computations.
Register blocking is also successfully integrated into the existing compiler frameworks. Sparse
polyhedral Framework [Mohammadi et al. 2019a,b; Zhao et al. 2022] and Sympiler [Cheshmi et al.
2017, 2019] apply register blocking [Venkat et al. 2015] to sparse matrix code through a sequence of
data and code transformations. SpMM in ML frameworks is typically performed on sparse matrices
stored in a dense format. However, these methods for unstructured matrices lead to a significant
fill-in ratio, on average 2.69 for a small 2×2 block, removing the effect of FLOP reduction. Sparse
register tiling uses 2D register tiling but does not introduce excessive fill-in.

Code compaction. Code compaction is necessary for register tiling to ensure efficient use of the
instruction cache. For sparse codes, code compaction is used to compress the code extracted from
the memory trace of the sparse kernel. Augustine et.al. [Augustine et al. 2019; Horro et al. 2023]
unroll all operations of sparse matrix-vector multiplication and then generate a compact code of
pre-defined multi-dimensional blocks with constant stride. Their approach is effective on structured
or scientific matrices. For unstructured matrices, blocks with constant strided are not frequent
even after data transformation. LCM I/E [Cheshmi et al. 2022] unrolls all operations of SpMM
and then jams random accesses by grouping unstrided accesses into partially strided codelets.
However, their approach does not allow for efficient 2D register reuse. Sparse register tiling uses
unroll-and-sparse-jam to generate specialized code for random access, enabling register reuse.

6 CONCLUSION

This work proposes a novel sparse register tiling approach tailored to pruned neural networks. It
introduces a novel unroll-and-sparse-jam code transformation that uses a mathematical model to
generate compact code while enabling 2D register reuse. Sparse register tiling provides state-of-
the-art performance on unstructured matrices arising from well-studied pruning techniques as
well as wall-clock speedup in an end-to-end model.
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SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

The artifact can be found here: [Wilkinson et al. 2023], and the artifact source can also be found
here: https://github.com/SpRegTiling/sparse-register-tiling/tree/pldi-artifact. The latest version of
the code can be found here: https://github.com/SpRegTiling/sparse-register-tiling/.
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